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Dr. Suraj Upadhaya  
Post Doctoral Research Associate

Suraj joined the department in August 2019 as a 
post-doctoral research associate working with 
Dr. Lisa Schulte-Moore. He was born and raised 
in Dunai,a remote, far northwestern region of 
Nepal, called Dolpa. Since his childhood, the 
landscape of his hometown at an elevation 
of 6500 ft of rural Nepal has helped him to 
nurture a close and intimate link with nature. 
He still has fresh memories of exploring the 
mystery of nature during his childhood. Those 
plants, trees, sheep, horses, insects were his 
playmates, and no doubt, they grew together. 
His innocent inquisitiveness and affection 
with Mother Nature, later transformed into 
an irresistible passion of working in the area 
of nature conservation. He formally began 
to work for his passion by joining the Junior 
Ranger Program in Nepal in 1997, and after 
that he has never looked back. He graduated 
top in his class in forestry at the Institute of 
Forestry in Nepal and went on to conduct 
his undergraduate thesis on Snow leopard 
predator-prey species dynamics at Kathmandu 
Forestry College. He attained the University 
of Kentucky for his Masters in Forestry. 

Before joining NREM at ISU, Suraj completed 
his Ph.D. from the University of Georgia 
in Integrative Conservation of Nature and 
Forestry. His doctoral research has trained him 
to integrate theories from social and natural 
sciences and use intensive fieldwork with 
complex modeling approaches to produce 
comprehensive research on environmental 
sustainability. He studied land use land 
cover change, in the context of agricultural 
expansion. His research followed an integrative 
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Suraj Upadhaya in the lap of the Himalayas during fieldwork in 
Summer 2017.
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approach focusing on different aspects such as 
understanding the perceptions of landowners 
to know their decision-making framework 
while selecting blueberry over yellow pine 
species; understanding the historical land-use 
change in a watershed and project the same 
for the future and determining the impact of 
land-use changes on the ecosystem services 
in the selected watershed. Suraj was able to 
publish all chapters of his dissertation in top 
tier peer-reviewed journals.  He is very sure 
about his research goals: (1) to work on the 
interface of social and natural sciences to 
explore the dynamic relationship between 
natural resources and people; (2) to ensure the 
sustainability of natural resources in developed 
and developing countries; (3) to channelize 
his research to benefit society and nature. 

As a postdoctoral research associate at ISU, 
Suraj’s primary research activities involve the 
application of socio-ecological principles and 
quantitative methods to investigate current and 
emerging local and regional conservation topics. 
In his current work with the C-CHANGE team, 
specifically with Dr. Lisa Schulte Moore and Dr. 
J. Arbuckle from the Department of Sociology, 
he is identifying socio-ecological determinants 
of Iowa farmers’ investments in conservation. 

He is also creating conservation typology of 
Iowa farmers. For future research, he would like 
to continue focusing on the human dimension 
of natural resources but do so through 
interdisciplinary lenses. He aims to understand 
the dynamic relationship between society and 
natural resources and achieve sustainability. 

Suraj has had the opportunity to collaborate 
with people from diverse fields of specialization 
from both natural and social science. Working 
with an NGO, Himalayan Conservation and 
Research Institutefor several years, Suraj has 
researched human-dimensions of natural 
resources and conservation outreach programs 
in Nepal and India. When he is not analyzing 
data or writing manuscripts, you will find him 
bird watching or wandering around with a 
camera taking pictures of nature. If you want 
to know more about Suraj, his research, or 
Nepal and Nepali culture, please feel free to 
stop by his office in room 539 of Science II. 
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Dr. Billy Beck  
Faculty

Billy joined the department in 2014 as an 
incoming Environmental Science Ph.D. 
student under Dr. Tom Isenhart. After his 2018 
graduation, Billy worked for one year as a post-
doctoral research associate under Dr. Isenhart 
before assuming his new role as Assistant 
Professor and Extension Forestry Specialist 
with Iowa State University Extension and 
Outreach. When he came across the “Extension 
Forester” position announcement in fall of 2018, 
he jumped at the opportunity to apply, as he 
believed it to be an ideal opportunity to combine 
his two passions – forestry and water quality. 

Billy’s “scenic route” to ISU started in 2003, 
when he received his B.S. in Forestry from 
Michigan State University. He spent the next five 
years as a professional arborist in the Chicago 
and Detroit areas. Although he acknowledges 
that urban forestry is both a critical and 
rewarding profession, he decided to make the 
jump to water quality in 2008 by enrolling in 
the Forest Hydrology M.S. program at Southern 
Illinois University at Carbondale. His M.S. 
project entailed a multi-scale assessment of 
the impact of riparian vegetation, including 
trees and giant cane (a native bamboo), on 
surface water quality in agricultural watersheds. 
Following graduation, Billy spent five years 
as the Water Quality Forester with the Kansas 
Forest Service (it’s a real thing – look it up). The 
years in Kansas, working statewide to promote 
the proper establishment, management, 
and protection of riparian forests for water 
quality purposes, were some of the most 
challenging, and ultimately rewarding, of his 
life. In addition, the position afforded Billy the 
opportunity to collaborate on a myriad of water 
quality research projects with diverse faculty 
from K-State and other Kansas universities. 

Billy Beck holds an Osage-orange (Maclura pomifera) board, 
fresh-sawn during the 2019 Shimek State Forest field day in Lee 
County, Iowa.
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Hitting the field with these Sunflower State 
scientists inspired him to return to school 
once more to pursue a Ph.D. His dissertation 
at ISU focused on quantifying sediment and 
phosphorus sources, sinks, and mobility in 
agricultural watersheds. He considers himself 
fortunate to have walked countless miles 
of stream in all weather conditions, and to 
have worked with some truly inspirational 
people. He may be most grateful, however, 
for the teaching opportunities provided 
by NREM during his time as a graduate 
student. He was granted the opportunity to 
act as Instructor of Record for four Forestry 
courses, and also TA a fifth – experiences 
he readily admits were life-changing. 

His new position in NREM (as of August 1, 2019) 
is a “three-way-split”, which includes Extension, 
research, and teaching duties. The mission 
of Extension is - in a nutshell - to connect 
the citizens of Iowa with the research and 
resources of Iowa State University. His specific 
Extension duty is to provide Iowans (be they 
private landowners, agency personnel, non-
profit groups, or private industry) with sound, 
unbiased forestry information, so they may 
make their own informed decisions regarding 
sustainable forest management. His vision is 
“a future where all Iowans VALUE our trees, 
woodlands, and forests for the environmental, 
economic, and societal services they provide.” 
He crafted this vision because he has seen 
first-hand what happens when forests are not 
valued – they become underutilized, degraded, 
and ultimately lost to land conversion. At the 
state level, he believes this value will be realized 
through the role that forests play in addressing 
two of Iowa’s toughest environmental issues – 
excessive nutrients and flooding in our rivers 
and streams. He is also intent on connecting 
with “non-traditional” forestry partners, such 
as Iowa Farm Bureau, to champion trees and 
forests as sustainable sources of income (i.e., 
assets to be valued) within farm enterprises. 

Thus, water quality and connecting with 
“non-traditional” forestry partners will be at 
the heart of his Extension programming.   

His research will act to inform his Extension 
programming, and will focus heavily on 
quantifying how trees and forests impact 
water quality (e.g., nutrients) and quantity 
(e.g., flooding) in Iowa. This will range from 
investigations into the ability of trees to 
stabilize eroding streambanks and attenuate 
overland runoff from agricultural fields, to 
getting numbers on the power of floodplain 
forests to trap sediment and nutrients, and 
reduce flood velocities during high flow events. 
In addition, non-living woody material on 
floodplains and within the channel itself (e.g., 
logs, wood jams, beaver dams) plays a critical, 
yet incredibly poorly understood, role in water 
quality and quantity – especially in the Midwest. 
His teaching appointment, although small, is 
the “icing on the cake” of his new position. He 
is thrilled to become an annual staple at Fall 
Forestry Field Camp (FOR 206), and has desire to 
create several “mini-courses” on topics ranging 
from winter tree identification, chainsaw use, 
and field arboriculture (i.e., tree climbing and 
rigging) to natural resources entrepreneurship.       

Billy loves the Midwest, and is over the moon 
to have landed at ISU. He is thankful on a 
daily basis for the opportunities here in NREM, 
along with the great challenges and rewards 
that go with promoting forestry and forest 
management in an agricultural state. Outside of 
work, he can be found either hunting, fishing, 
wandering Iowa’s public lands, attending metal 
concerts, or on his motorcycle. He lives in Ames 
with Jenny - both his wife of 9 years and his 
ultimate supporter through two rounds of grad 
school! His door is always open – stop by 236 
Science Hall II anytime to talk trees and water!      
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Dr. Andrea Sylvia  
Faculty

Andrea joined the department in July of 2019 
and is currently serving as teaching faculty for 
undergraduate courses in the Department of 
Natural Resource Ecology and Management. 
Broadly, Andrea’s research interests use 
quantitative methods to understand the 
impacts of anthropogenic and environmental 
influences on fish populations. She grew up in 
Phoenix, Arizona where she spent most of her 
free time hiking, fishing, and camping with her 
family. When she began her bachelor’s degree 
in Life Sciences at Arizona State University, 
she was lucky enough to be hired as an intern 
for the Arizona Game and Fish Department’s 
Fisheries Research Branch during her freshman 
year. “I had no idea until that point that a 
fisheries biologist was actually a job option. 
Although I started my degree with other 
career ambitions in mind, it didn’t take long 
until I knew this was what I wanted to do as 
a career.” While being outside and sampling 
fish was a dream job, what fascinated Andrea 
was how the biologists took the data they 
collected and used it to make population level 
inferences and then management decisions. 
“As an intern, I was really only part of the 
data collection, but I wanted to know how we 
went from this small sample, to essentially 
understanding this underwater world that we 
rarely have the opportunity to see” Andrea 
built on these interests by completing an 
undergraduate research project that created 
assessment tools to evaluate the effect of 
stocking after algae induced fish kills.

Andrea Sylvia at Brushy Creek Lake, IA while sampling for the 
Iowa State fisheries research laboratory. 
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Following her time in Arizona, Andrea 
completed her M.S. in Marine, Estuarine and 
Environmental Science at the University of 
Maryland, Chesapeake Biological Lab, where she 
studied the influence of the time between stock 
assessments on marine fisheries management 
performance. She then went on to complete 
her PhD in Fisheries Biology right here at 
Iowa State University in the Weber lab. During 
that time, Andrea spent four years tagging 
and recapturing ~6,000 bass at Brushy Creek 
Lake to evaluate the impacts of tournament 
angling on Largemouth Bass populations. 
“We found that  although recreational and 
tournament anglers can capture a decent 
portion of the population (>20%), mortality 
rates of angling are low compared to natural 
mortality, resulting in minimal population level 
effects as a result of a potentially resilient bass 
population. Given these findings, we have the 
opportunity to build on our understanding 
and management of Iowa bass populations.”

During her time as a graduate student, Andrea 
had the opportunity to T.A. for Vertebrate 
Biology and Ecology labs as well as teach a 
fisheries techniques course. Through these 
experiences, she realized how much she loved 
teaching and getting to share her excitement 
for ecology and natural resource management 
with others. Andrea is currently teaching 
Ecological Methods and Controversies in 
Natural Resource Management and will be 
teaching Wildlife and Ecology Management and 
Principals of Wildlife and Fisheries Conservation 
in the spring. Having the opportunity to teach 
at Iowa State as has been a great experience 
and Andrea has enjoyed getting to know all of 
the wonderful students and their interests. “I 
think that one of the reasons I enjoy teaching 
so much is I can remember my excitement and 
curiosity surrounding learning how to manage 
our natural resources. My instructors and 
mentors were so pivotal in helping me solidify 
my future that being able to work towards 
that goal in some capacity for my students 
really makes me excited to do this every day.”
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Dr. Emily Zimmerman  
Faculty

Emily Zimmerman joined the Natural Resource 
Ecology and Management Department in 
August of 2019 as an Assistant Professor. 
Broadly, Emily’s research interests are focused 
on understanding the relationship between 
land use and environmental outcomes, 
particularly in multifunctional landscapes.   

Dr. Zimmerman received her Ph.D. in 
Environmental Science and Sustainable 
Agriculture in May 2019 from Iowa State 
University. Zimmerman’s dissertation 
research examined opportunities to improve 
the efficiency of best management practice 
(BMP) placement and management within 
and among crop fields and within watersheds 
to co-produce provisioning and regulating 
ecosystem services, specifically row-crop corn 
and soybeans and enhanced water quality, 
in the US Cornbelt. Zimmerman’s research 
used a mixed-methods approach, integrating 
stakeholder interviews, geospatial modeling, 
and field experiments to understand social, 
economic, and biophysical factors related to 
land use and water quality. During the final 
two years of her Ph.D., Zimmerman served 
as Lecturer in the Global Resource Systems 
Program in the Department of Horticulture. 

Prior to completing her Ph.D., Zimmerman 
received her M.S. from the University of 
Michigan-Ann Arbor in Environment and Natural 
Resources in 2013. At the University of Michigan, 
Emily worked in Dr. Brad Cardinale’s lab, where 
she conducted research focused on examining 
the relationship between algal species diversity 
and ecosystem function in approximately 
1,200 lakes across North America. Zimmerman 
received her B.S. from Iowa State University in 
Biology and Global Resource Systems in 2011. 

Emily Zimmerman hiking the Inca Trail during a 2018 CALS 
Study Abroad Travel course to rural Peru that she co-led with 
NREM professor Dick Schultz.
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In her new role, Emily is particularly excited 
to have responsibilities in both research 
and teaching. Zimmerman looks forward to 
pursuing interdisciplinary research focused 
on addressing some of the most pressing 
environmental issues (e.g., clean water, 
healthy soil, biodiversity conservation, etc.) 
by developing and applying models that 
integrate complex social-economic values with 
biophysical data. Emily is excited about the 
potential for this approach to be used as a tool 
to better integrate the concept of ecosystem 
services into landscape planning, management, 
policy, and decision making in multifunctional 
landscapes. Emily looks forward to working 
with graduate and undergraduate students in 
her research program and in coursework. In 
addition to her research, Zimmerman teaches 
senior-level courses in the Global Resource 
Systems program, NREM 385 – Natural Resource 
Policy, and several study abroad courses. 
Emily is also involved with the EARTH program, 
which hosts semester-long and summer 
service-learning programs for undergraduate 
students in the U.S. Virgin Islands. 

Zimmerman grew up on the shores of Lake 
Michigan in Northern Wisconsin, where she 
developed a passion for the outdoors and 
environment. Outside of work, Emily enjoys 
spending time with her partner Nick and their 
golden retrievers, Ginger and Rosie. Emily is 
an avid runner, reader, traveler, and eater. 

Please feel welcome to stop by to see Emily 
in 105 Science II or reach out via email 
(emilyz@iastate.edu) or by phone (515-294-
2853). Emily is very excited to continue to 
be part of the NREM and ISU community!
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Ellen Audia  
Graduate Student

Ellen Audia joined the NREM department in 
May 2019 as a master’s student in Wildlife 
Ecology. Ellen works with Drs. Lisa Schulte 
Moore and John Tyndall. Her research involves 
integrating perennial vegetation into and 
around row-crop agriculture to understand the 
subsequent impacts on ecosystem services 
and economic markets in the Corn Belt region. 
Specifically, she is researching the ability of 
perennial feedstocks to jointly support Northern 
Bobwhite and economies in Missouri and Iowa. 

Coming from Northern Michigan, Ellen often 
mentions her love of the great outdoors, 
especially lakes. Growing up, she spent time 
outside hiking the local trails and dunes, 
swimming in Lake Michigan, and developing 
an appreciation for the environment. She 
furthered this appreciation through her studies 
at Grand Valley State University (GVSU) in 
Grand Rapids, Michigan where she received 
a B.S. in Natural Resources Management and 
Mathematics. Throughout her time at GVSU, 
Ellen was able to learn about sustainable 
agriculture and gain field experience in the 
Alaskan Arctic monitoring vegetation and 
Isle Royale National Park monitoring bats. 
She also put her mathematics degree to 
use, leading multiple projects involving the 
analysis of large ecological datasets. 

In her free time Ellen enjoys doing anything 
active as well as cooking, reading, and 
spending time with the people and dogs 
that she loves. Ellen is excited to continue 
her work at ISU and hopefully change the 
way humans use agricultural land.
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Emma Bravard  
Graduate Student

Emma Bravard is a second semester master’s 
student majoring in Sustainable Agriculture 
housed in the NREM department. Growing 
up in Iowa, Emma always knew she would be 
attending Iowa State University. In 2018, she 
received her bachelor’s degree in Environmental 
Science with minors in both Sustainability 
and Industrial Technology from ISU. Emma’s 
current research is involved in a project using 
the USDA Agricultural Conservation Planning 
Framework (ACPF). This GIS platform will allow 
the identification of areas in agriculturally 
dominated watersheds that are most vulnerable 
to nutrient transport and determine best 
management practices that could reduce 
their impact. In addition to mapping these 
agricultural watersheds, Emma’s major work 
on the project revolves around collecting and 
applying financial data, in the form of direct 
and opportunity costs, to these practices.
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Bobby Cope  
Graduate Student

Bobby Cope is a first year PhD student in Dr. 
Michael Weber’s lab majoring in Fisheries 
Biology. Bobby was originally born in Wisconsin, 
but grew up in North Carolina. His interests in 
aquatic fauna began long ago, as he grew up 
fishing with family all across North Carolina in 
ponds, lakes, and rivers. As he grew older, his 
love for fish and other aquatic life only became 
stronger. Throughout his high school and 
undergraduate career he completed numerous 
summer internships at North Carolina State 
University, assisting graduate students and 
fellow researchers with a variety of freshwater 
fish and mollusk ecology and toxicology 
projects. In 2015, he completed a B.S. in Biology 
at East Carolina University where he conducted 
undergraduate research on the diet composition 
of Atlantic and Inland Silversides in the Pamlico 
and Albemarle sounds of North Carolina. In 
2018, he completed a M.S. in Fisheries, Wildlife, 
and Conservation Biology at North Carolina 
State University. His thesis research studied 
the population status, trends, habitat, and 
genetics of the Carolina Madtom, a small 
nongame catfish endemic to North Carolina.

Here at Iowa State, Bobby is studying Walleye 
on Rathbun Lake in south-central Iowa. 
For his dissertation research he plans to 
determine the survival, exploitation, and 
escapement of Walleye in Rathbun Lake and 
the factors driving these estimates; determine 
the survival, movement, and escapement 
of hatchery-raised advanced fingerling 
Walleye in Rathbun Lake; determine factors 
influencing movement and behavior patterns 
of Walleye in Rathbun Lake; and determine 
factors influencing fine-scale movement and 
behavior of Rathbun Lake Walleye in close 
proximity to the Rathbun Dam intake tower.

When Bobby is not busy researching fish 
he enjoys hunting, fishing, and being 
in the great outdoors. He also enjoys 
playing the guitar, attending live music 
concerts, and sporting events.
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Zachary Dienes  
Graduate Student

Zachary Dienes is a new master’s student 
working with Dr. Adam Janke and majoring 
in Wildlife Ecology. Zach graduated from 
Hocking Technical College in 2015 with an 
A.A.S. in Wildlife Resources Management. After 
graduating from Hocking Technical College, he 
started working in southeast Ohio, restoring 
native prairie and forests on reclaimed mine 
lands and surveying a plethora of wildlife 
species. He left Ohio to work with nesting 
canvasbacks in southern Manitoba, Canada, 
before enrolling at West Virginia University 
to continue his education. Zach graduated 
from WVU in 2019 with a B.S. in Wildlife and 
Fisheries Resources. His undergraduate 
research at WVU focused on wetland use of 
dabbling ducks and food availability during 
the spring migration. Zach’s research at ISU 
involves monitoring ring-necked pheasant 
and bobwhite quail populations across the 
Midwest using August roadside brood surveys.
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Katie Fernald  
Graduate Student

Katrina (Katie) Fernald is a new master’s 
student with Dr. Miranda Curzon working 
towards a degree in Forestry. She grew up 
in southern New Hampshire and got a B.A. 
in Environmental Science from Wheaton 
College (MA). After graduation she interned 
for Audubon Florida at Corkscrew Swamp 
Sanctuary before moving back to the northeast 
taking on a variety of jobs with plants, bees, 
birds, and bunnies. After 3 years of moving 
around chasing seasonal jobs, she decided 
that grad school was the right next step and 
found the perfect place to land here at ISU.

Katie’s research is part of a larger project to 
investigate the impacts of removing invasive 
honeysuckle from oak-hickory forests in 
southern Iowa with an aerial treatment of 
glyphosate. In recent years, midwestern 
states have turned to this method as the most 
efficient and cost-effective way to remove such 
a widespread invasive, but little research has 
focused on how the forest may be impacted 
by this broad spray. The overall effort is to 
quantify effects of this removal strategy 
on the forest at multiple levels, including 
the overstory, shrub layer, and understory. 
Katie’s focus will be on the response of 
the breeding bird community, especially 
shrub-nesting and insectivorous birds. 
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Sam Leberg  
Graduate Student

Sam is a new master’s student in the NREM 
department working with Drs. Clay Pierce 
and Tim Stewart. Sam is originally from 
Lafayette, Louisiana, where he lived for the 
first 18 years of his life. Growing up with two 
ecologist parents helped to foster a broad 
interest in aquatic communities from a young 
age. He received his B.S degree in Ecology and 
Evolutionary Biology from Tulane University 
in 2018. Sam was fortunate enough to survey 
Ecuadorian headwater streams in various 
stages of degradation for his senior thesis. 
After graduating, Sam moved to Illinois 
where he first worked as a summer bat 
technician and then as a fisheries technician 
for the Illinois Natural History Survey.

Sam is currently interested in the conservation 
of aquatic species. His project assesses the fish, 
invertebrate, and plant communities of restored 
oxbow lakes. The main goal of this project is to 
examine the potential ecological tradeoffs of 
using restored oxbows to intercept tile drainage, 
giving particular consideration to the effect on 
habitat for the federally endangered Topeka 
shiner. This project involves the installation of 
monitoring wells in tiled and non-tiled oxbows 
as well as two summer field seasons. With one 
field season successfully behind him, Sam is 
looking forward to processing invertebrate 
samples and analyzing data from the field. 
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Dylan Osterhaus  
Graduate Student

Dylan is a new fisheries master’s student in the 
NREM department. During his undergraduate 
education at Emporia State University, he 
was able to spend two summers working for 
the Kansas Department of Wildlife, Parks, 
and Tourism Ecological Services Section 
surveying pelagic-spawning cyprinids and 
the fish communities of the Kansas River. 
During these surveys, Dylan found a passion 
for fisheries conservation and research. 
Immediately after receiving his B.S. in Biology 
with a concentration in Ecology and Biodiversity 
in May 2019, Dylan moved to Ames to begin 
his graduate education at Iowa State.

Over the next few years, Dylan will be using 
data collected by previous members of his 
research group, as well as data collected during 
the 2019 and 2020 field seasons, to create 
an index which will be used to evaluate the 
quality of oxbow restorations in terms of the 
potential benefit to Topeka Shiner. Recently 
in Iowa there has been an increase in oxbow 
restorations due to the multitude of ecological 
services provided by these off-channel habitats 
(such as nutrient retention). It is well known 
that Topeka Shiner relies heavily on oxbows 
for reproduction and refugia. Therefore, a 
tool by which conservation practitioners can 
evaluate the quality of an oxbow restoration 
in terms of the potential benefit to Topeka 
Shiner is needed to guide future restorations. 

Dylan is an avid outdoorsman who enjoys 
spending time hunting, fishing, camping, 
hiking, and birding. His future career goal is to 
become a professor, teaching classes pertaining 
to fisheries and conducting research which 
will help guide future conservation efforts. 
He is looking forward to his time at ISU and is 
excited to see where his research takes him!
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Rachel Saxon 
Graduate Student

Rachel joined the NREM department in August 
2019 to pursue her master’s degree through 
the Ecology and Evolutionary Biology graduate 
program. She is currently working under Dr. 
Kevin Roe on a conservation genetics project 
specifically focused on the species delineation 
and phylogenetic relationships between 
freshwater mussel species in the genus Truncilla. 

Rachel was born and raised in South Carolina 
where she was able to explore biodiverse 
ecosystems firsthand. She obtained a 
Bachelor of Science degree at the University 
of South Carolina-Aiken in Biology with a 
concentration in environmental remediation 
and restoration. Her undergraduate research 
was also in the field of conservation genetics 
and focused on using genetic analyses 
to assess the relatedness between wood 
stork (Mycteria americana) nestmates, 
with the ultimate goal of determining if 
wood storks utilize nest parasitism. 

Rachel’s undergraduate experiences refined 
her appreciation of nature into a new love for 
the field of conservation genetics. She is very 
excited to continue working in this field and 
is thankful for the opportunity to be part of 
the NREM department here at Iowa State. 
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Taylor Shirley  
Graduate Student

Taylor Shirley is a new master’s student in 
the NREM department advised by Dr. Adam 
Janke. Taylor grew up in La Porte, Texas but 
moved to Kingsville, Texas in 2015 where she 
attended Texas A&M University-Kingsville. As 
an undergraduate she held many technician 
positions working with a variety of species 
including ocelots, bobcats, Rio Grande wild 
turkeys, scaled quail, and northern bobwhite 
quail. She graduated from Texas A&M 
University-Kingsville in 2018 with her Bachelor’s 
degree in Range and Wildlife Management. 
After graduation, she was fortunate to get 
a seasonal technician job working as an 
upland’s wildlife technician for the Iowa DNR. 

In Spring of 2019, Taylor began her thesis 
research which aims to evaluate the use of 
cover crop as nesting habitat by Ring-necked 
pheasant and northern bobwhite quail. The 
goal of this project is to determine if these 
birds are using cover crop for nesting, and 
assess characteristics of cover crop that would 
make it suitable for nesting and brooding. She 
plans to use a variety of methods to conduct 
this research. These methods include: radio 
telemetry, point counts, nest searching, 
biomass sampling, vegetation surveys, 
brood surveys, and arthropod sampling. 
All of these components will work together 
to tell the story of pheasant and bobwhite 
nesting and brooding on the landscape.
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Kelsey Smith  
Graduate Student

Kelsey is a first year master’s student studying 
Wildlife Ecology in the NREM department. In 
2015, she received her B.S. in Biology with a 
concentration in Ecology and Environmental 
Science and a minor in Chemistry from 
James Madison University in Virginia. After 
graduating, she travelled around doing field 
jobs in Washington, Montana, Oregon, and 
Wisconsin. Her thesis involves collecting 
post-harvest turkey legs from hunters so 
she can extract DNA from the bone marrow 
to test for Lymphoproliferative Disease 
virus (LPDV). Her goal is to determine where 
and to what extent it exists in Iowa. In her 
spare time she enjoys hiking, kayaking, 
yoga, and hanging out with her dog. 22
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Tiffanie Stone  
Graduate Student

Tiffanie is a first-year PhD student working with 
Dr. Jan Thompson with a focus in urban ecology.  
Her research plans are still in development but 
center around sustainable food systems and 
involve exploring the influence of agriculture 
and environmental policy on the environment. 

Tiffanie received her undergraduate degree 
from the University of Minnesota in Applied 
Plant Science. She went on to receive a master’s 
in Agroecology at the Norwegian University of 
Life Science. As a part of her master’s thesis, 
she led a survey of 192 small-scale farmers 
in Zanzibar, Tanzania. She used qualitative 
and quantitative data to understand how 
exotic dairy goats effect farming systems 
through the lens of social, economic, and 
environmental sustainability. After graduating 
with her master’s, Tiffanie participated in a work 
exchange in Zanzibar through the Norwegian 
Peace Corps. She then worked for Purdue 
University as a County Director and Extension 
Educator for agriculture, natural resources, 
and 4-H youth development in Indiana. Tiffanie 
worked in the county with the lowest county 
health ranking in the state. Together with 
colleagues, they developed a Food Policy 
Council and Health Coalition to help bring 
people together around this important issue.

With a background in agriculture and experience 
working with farmers and youth locally 
and abroad, Tiffanie hopes to incorporate 
an international perspective in future 
work. She is looking forward to engaging 
with and learning from peers, teachers, 
and mentors at Iowa State University. 
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Lessons 
Learned 
Lewis Weichman
Research is hard. On a daily basis we are 
confronted with challenges that arise from 
our research which we are required to think 
critically about to overcome. Whether it 
is analysis that just isn’t quite turning out 
the way you would like or the realization 
of an overlooked flaw in your study design, 
as researchers we must constantly think 
outside of the box. These problems though, 
no matter how aggravating, provide us with 
an opportunity to learn and give us the tools 
to avoid those problems in the future. 

As researchers of the natural world we face 
a unique set of challenges just from the 
nature of our work. Field work never ceases 
to surprise us in its beauty and its ugliness. A 
bright and sunny day can give way to a storm 
producing inches of rain and gale force winds 
in a matter of moments. The biting insects 
can be so bad that you wonder if you’ll have 
any blood left at the end of the day. And then 
there are the days where it is simply too hot 
or too cold to work safely. Sometimes these 
predicaments are simply unavoidable, but 
each of them gives us a little more information 
about the natural world and ourselves. 

Conducting field research requires us to not 
only be mentally but physically sharp. A long 
day in the field can leave you drained and when 
you have to perform at a high level for multiple 
days straight fatigue can start to set in. Mix in 
the use of temperamental equipment or field 
crew worker dynamics and you have a recipe 
to make a good day bad and a bad day worse. 
When mistakes happen or things get forgotten, 
we tend to rush to try and solve the problem 

so that we can continue working, but this 
can lead to more mistakes and more wasted 
time, and in the worst case an injury to a crew 
member. Rather, we should pause and reflect 
after an incident occurs to try and determine 
why it happened and what we can do to avoid 
it or at least mitigate it in the future. In doing 
this we not only save ourselves more work, 
but also provide opportunity to improve and 
hone our skills as outdoor professionals. 

Field seasons tend to provide me with lots of 
experiences that force me to pause, reflect, 
and re-evaluate, with this most recent season 
providing more than its fair share of lessons. 
My season this year started in an pre-spring 
rush due to the looming threat of a brushing 

The lonely forester measuring a stud Red oak  
(Transition 2), May 21 2019.
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treatment that would be taking place on the 
research site. During this time, I was pausing 
and reflecting a lot, not so much because 
of major problems (though there were a 
few such as constant increases in sampling 
intensity that would require me to revisit 
plots I had already checked off the list), but 
because identifying twigs down to species 
is difficult. Eventually true spring did come 
and I had leaves to look at and not twigs. This 
experience taught me a very important lesson 
early on, we must be flexible in our work and 
we can never be too prepared. If we are too 
rigid and unwilling to bend we, or the people 
working with us, may break. If I had been rigid 
and adamant in my original sampling regime 
instead of flexible I would not have gotten near 
as much accomplished as I did. Conditions 
change and sometimes we must be fluid and 
change with them to accomplish our goals.

My next big hurdle came the night after my new 
technician’s first day of work. After what felt like 
a good day in the woods, they called me to say 
they were quitting due to a family emergency. 
Following the advice of my advisor, I took a 
big pause after this occurred. This was a great 

disappoint for me, the irony of which being that 
I initially did not want to hire a technician. The 
realization though, that all of my data collection 
would be on my shoulders was a sobering one. 
But just like working in bad weather, it might 
not be fun but things still need to get done. That 
was my summer, working as a lonely forester 
in the woods with the occasional week of help 
from others. The big lesson I learned from this 
is that you need to embrace the challenge, 
control it, and own it, because if you do not, 
and you complain or bemoan how difficult it 
is, the challenge will own and control you. 

Throughout the rest of the field season I would 
have many more challenges to face, some large 
and some small. The loss of my technician for 
the season forced me to spend long days in the 
woods by myself for extended periods of time. 
This required me to be very diligent with my 
sampling regime. While vegetation sampling can 
be interesting at times, the constant repetition 
of the same monotonous task day in day out can 
be mind numbing. It was also a wet summer, 
with at least 1 day a week having measurable 
precipitation. Combine those factors with 
what felt like supercharged mosquitoes from 

 A wall of Red pine (Control 3 looking into Resistance 3), July 31 2019.
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all of the rain, and I had a recipe for a mental 
break on my hands. Thankfully, I was not 
totally alone out in the woods for the whole 
summer. There were weeks when technicians 
from a crew in Iowa were enlisted to come up 
and help me, as well as working with other 
people on research projects in the area. Looking 
back now, these moments of respite from the 
voluntary solitary confinement of my own 
research, are probably what got me through 
the summer. A quick refresh, or break up of 
the monotony of our own work can help keep 
us remain mentally sharp and give us a new 
perspective to look at our research from.  

I learned a lot of lessons this field season, some 
of them from good experiences and some bad, 
but a lesson is a lesson. A few of those lessons 
were obvious, like don’t forget rain gear no 
matter how nice the morning looks. Others 
were less obvious, like the need to rehydrate 
every night otherwise you will be useless by 

the last day of the week. Some lessons that 
I have learned just come from experience, 
like carrying a spare pair of boots and socks 
because there is no better feeling than dry 
feet after a wet morning. My biggest lessons 
this season came from pausing and reflecting, 
like realizing that all the best plans go out the 
window after the first quadrat has been lain, 
and that you must be able to change your 
plans and adapt to the situation. Or that if you 
continue to lament and put something off, you 
will only waste valuable time and still have 

Favorite Treatment Unit (Transition 1), May 16 2019.
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to miserably do it anyway, when instead you 
could have put your head down, got to work 
and smiled in the face of the challenge. And 
finally, sometimes you just need to take a break 
in the short term so that you have enough left 
in the tank for the long term. This last lesson 
for me has been the most valuable. There 
were many moments this summer where the 
constant physical and mental wear of field work 
had brought me to some low places. Without 
being able to recognize the signs of fatigue and 
taking a break, the quality of our work and 
our own morale can significantly decrease. 

 All of these lessons were learned through 
some kind of experience that forced me to 
pause and reflect on why something happened 
and whether or not there was an action that 
I could have taken in order to prevent it in 
the future. As researchers and field workers, 
these are important moments that we need to 
take advantage of in order to help us become 
better at our craft. Each of these problems 
can be solved, and we must use the tools 
we gain for more challenging future issues 
that arise. So, yes, at the end of the day, 
research is hard, both physically and mentally. 
But nothing worth doing is ever easy. 

Favorite Treatment Unit (Transition 1) June 17 2019.
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Aspen: A very 
poplar tree 
Julia Schwager
Quaking aspen is the most widespread native 
tree in North America--it occurs on both coasts 
of the continent and can grow at elevations 
ranging from sea level to 11,500 ft in Northern 
Colorado. In the Lake States region of the 
US, aspen is the most abundant tree species 
and provides a wealth of important social, 
ecological, and economic benefits. In the past, 
aspen was considered a weed species due to 
its prolific spread following the historic logging 
boom and subsequent wildfires that ripped 
through the Lake States during the mid-19th 
century. Now aspen plays a vital role in the 
timber market and recreational economy of the 
region. The rising demand for more sustainable 
energy sources and other products (e.g. textiles 
produced from wood fiber) could increase 
the markets for quaking aspen even further. 

It may become essential to better understand 
how shorter return intervals between harvests 
as well as collecting a greater volume of 
biomass per harvested tree could impact forest 
productivity within aspen-birch forest types, 
especially in the face of a changing climate.

My project takes place on three sites within the 
Chippewa, Ottawa, and Huron National Forests 
in northern Minnesota and Michigan. The study 
sites are part of the Long-Term Soil Productivity 
study (LTSP) which was founded to examine the 
effects of soil disturbance, specifically impacts 
to soil organic matter and soil compaction 
on fundamental forest productivity. Both 
have significant impacts on forest ecosystem 
function and are heavily influenced by 
management activities. All three aspen-birch 
type forests were harvested in the early 1990s 
according to standards set forth within the 
greater LTSP program. Nine experimental 
treatments were applied, consisting of three 
levels of harvest intensity (bole only, whole 
tree, and whole tree plus forest floor removal) 
crossed with three levels of soil compaction 
(none, light, and heavy). Each experimental 
treatment as well as an unharvested control 
were replicated three times at each site. 

A sign for the LTSP site on the Chippewa National Forest 
with harvest date.

Here I am demonstrating coring procedures to forestry 
camp students at the Ottawa site in the Upper Peninsula.
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In the summer of 2018, my field technician 
and I traveled to all three sites and battled 
thousands of ticks and mosquitoes to stem-
map and sample all trees greater than 10 
cm in diameter at breast height within our 
500 m2 plots. We recorded data for each 
tree including species, crown class,  general 
condition, and DBH. We also collected cores 
from all living trees greater than 10 cm DBH 
located within an 8 m radius of center using 
increment borers. With this data (as well as 25 
years’ worth of vegetation data that has been 
collected by the Forest Service) I will examine 
whether and how treatment has affected stand 
growth and response to climate conditions in 
the long-term. In the past, researchers have 
seen reductions in forest productivity due to 
compaction on sites with fine-textured soils 
such as the Chippewa and Ottawa National 
Forests, while forest productivity was negatively 
impacted by organic matter removal on the 
sandier soils of the Huron National Forest. 
My work will help evaluate whether these 
trends hold true later on in the rotational 
age of the stand and whether new trends are 
appearing as the stands reach mid-rotation.

Outside one of the plots at the Huron LTSP site.

Undergraduate assistant Morgan Langer measures 
the DBH of a tree within a treated plot.
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is commonplace in urban areas across the 
country. However, this wasn’t always so. 

Giant Canada geese, one of eleven subspecies 
of Canada geese, were historically distributed 
across central North America. Giant Canada 
geese (hereafter Canada geese) were 
extirpated, or became extinct from a portion 
of their range, in much of the lower 48 
states by the early 1930’s, due primarily to 
unregulated hunting and wetland destruction. 
Canada geese were extirpated from Iowa until 
their reintroduction by the Iowa Conservation 
Commission in 1964. To facilitate the 
expansion of nesting Canada geese across 

Wild Goose 
Chase 

Ben Luukkonen

The early morning silence is broken by the 
distant sound of honking. Not the honking 
of a car horn but the sounds of geese 
communicating. Steadily the volume and 
frequency increase as each subsequent 
honk conveys more excitement. A flock 
of Canada geese appears low in the sky. 
Losing altitude, the birds lock their wings 
and extend their webbed feet. With a series 
of gliding splashes, the flock lands and 
continues to chatter among themselves. 
These geese didn’t land in a rural cattail 
marsh. Instead the birds touched down on 
a subdivision pond in a heavily developed 
metropolitan area. A seemingly insignificant 
occurrence to the casual observer, this scene 

 A GPS-tagged Canada goose rests with other geese and mallards on an urban pond in winter. 
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the state, geese were relocated from other 
states to Iowa and translocated within the 
state until 2001. A true conservation success 
story, Canada geese transitioned from 
scarcity to abundance in 40 years. There 
are now likely more Canada geese in North 
America than at any time in the last century, 
although the story doesn’t end there.

Canada geese present new management 
challenges in the form of human-wildlife 
conflict. The species’ impressive adaptability 
allows them to thrive in many habitats, 
including developed areas in close proximity 
to people. Reactions to geese in urban areas 
are varied. Some value observing geese in their 
backyard while others see them as a nuisance. 
Costs associated with Canada geese include 
reduced water quality, damaged landscape 
aesthetics, aggressive behavior during nesting, 
and safety concerns related to aircraft strikes. 
However, Canada geese have substantial 
ecological, recreational, economic, and social 
value. Hunting and wildlife viewing are two 
important benefits derived from geese. In the 
last several years, estimates of Canada geese 
harvest has exceed that of mallard duck harvest 

in Iowa, indicating the importance of Canada 
geese to waterfowl hunters in the state. 

As a migratory bird, Canada geese fall under 
jurisdiction of the United States Fish and Wildlife 
Service through the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. 
Because geese and other migratory birds cross 
jurisdictional lines, management actions in one 
state affect the resource in others. Management 
responsibility is thus shared between state, 
provincial, and federal governments and is 
organized using four administrative flyways. 
Iowa is part of the 14 states and 3 Canadian 
provinces that comprise the Mississippi 
Flyway, and the Iowa Department of Natural 
Resources (DNR) coordinates management 
in Iowa with the Mississippi Flyway Council. 

Increasing conflict between Canada geese 
and people in Iowa’s urban areas resulted 
in a need for more information to inform 
management. The Iowa DNR partnered with 
Iowa State University to initiate a research 
project examining movement and survival of 
Canada geese in urban and rural areas. One 
objective is to compare survival and band 
recovery rates between geese banded in urban 
and rural areas to determine how vital rates 
may differ. The other objective of the project is 

Preparing to attach a GPS transmitter to a Canada goose.

Releasing a group of newly-banded Canada geese from 
the holding pen.
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to examine movement of geese in urban areas 
to assess harvest susceptibility, and determine 
if and how hunting may be an effective tool 
in managing urban goose populations. 

To address these objectives I needed lots of 
data. The Iowa DNR has an extensive goose 
banding dataset resulting from annual 
banding of approximately 3,000 to 4,000 
Canada geese. In recent years leading up to 
and during our research project, we increased 
the number of geese banded in urban areas 
to provide additional data. To monitor 
goose movement I marked a subsample of 
geese with GPS transmitters. Regardless of 
whether they are in an urban or rural area, 
Canada geese do not want to be captured. 
However, we are able to make use of goose 
biology to make catching them efficient. 

In early summer geese molt their feathers 
to replace old feathers with new ones, while 
goslings hatched that year are growing their 
first set of feathers. The molting process leaves 
the birds unable to fly for several weeks, giving 
us an optimal opportunity to capture them. 
On foot or in boats or kayaks we strategically 
surround groups of geese and corral them into 
a portable pen, sometimes easier said than 
done. Once captured, each goose is aged, sexed, 
and a metal band with a unique numerical 
identifier is placed on the leg of each bird. 
The main way data are obtained from banded 
geese is when an individual is harvested and 
the band information is reported by a hunter. 
Geese that were banded in previous years are 
occasionally recaptured during banding catches, 
and their band numbers are recorded, providing 
another source of band recovery information 
that improves our survival estimates. 

In some catches, select adult females are 
fitted with a GPS transmitter, allowing me to 
monitor their movements on a fine scale. The 
transmitters collect locations frequently (e.g. 
every 15 minutes) and recharge their battery 

using a built-in solar panel. Data are stored on 
the transmitter and uploaded daily using the 
cellular network, much like making a call on 
your cell phone. In the last 20 years, over 70,000 
Canada geese were banded in Iowa, and in 

Ben Luukkonen with a recaptured Canada goose. Tuck-
ing the bird’s head under its wing calms the goose and 
reduces chance of injury to the bird and handler.

approximately the last year the GPS transmitters 
have collected over 1.4 million locations. 
Ultimately we hope to learn how survival rates 
of geese banded in urban and rural areas may 
differ in relation to harvest, how movement 
characteristics of geese in urban areas influence 
their susceptibility to harvest, and how hunting 
and other management actions may be more 
effective in reducing conflict while conserving 
Canada geese as a valuable resource. 
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Big City Fish 

Stephen Grausgruber

Horns honking, planes taking off, trains 
squealing on the rails, endless construction 
buzz, and…fishing? Wait a minute, one of these 
things is not like the others. People don’t fish 
in cities, they fish out in rural, wild areas that 
allow them to connect with nature and escape 
that ambient city noise,…right? Well curb 
your angling intuition for just a bit, because 
urban and community fishing (UCF) programs 
are quite prevalent in modern day fisheries 
management, and for good reason. According 
to 2010 data from the United States Census 
Bureau, 81% of Americans live in urban areas. 
Iowa is no exception to this trend, as 65% of 
its citizens are considered urban. In the 1970’s, 
forward thinking fisheries managers took note 
of this population shift, and thought it may 
be a possible explanation for stagnant fishing 
license sales. After all, if more citizens are living 
in cities, and all of the fishing opportunities 
are located in rural areas, the potential for 
recruiting, retaining, and reactivating anglers 
may be diminished. So UCF programs began 
popping up across the United States, and 
today every U.S. inland fishery management 
agency addresses their urban or community 
fisheries in some fashion. The Iowa Department 
of Natural Resources (IDNR) Fisheries Bureau 
established their UCF program in 2016.

Although Iowa does have more urban citizens 
than rural, no one would label Iowa as a heavily 
urbanized state. In fact, Iowa ranks 39th out 
of the 50 states regarding urban population 
percentage. However, the IDNR UCF program 
is essential to improve angling opportunities 
in the state. Iowa’s capital city of Des Moines 
provides a perfect example. The Des Moines 
metropolitan area is located in the central 
portion of the state, and contains ~770,000 
citizens (25% of the state’s population). Ankeny, 
a northern suburb, has grown 42% since 2010, 
and in 2018 was the 10th fastest growing city 
in the United States (U.S. Census Bureau). With 
this population growth comes new construction, 
and with new construction comes stormwater 
retention ponds. These retention ponds provide 
ample opportunity for local governments 
and the IDNR UCF program to collaborate 
and create a fishery. If you have a retention 
pond in your local neighborhood, chances are 
that it contains a fish community. The local 
government provides the location, while the 
UCF program provides the biological/ecological 
expertise to create a viable fishery. Additionally, 
these fisheries can be advertised to the public 
and used as a tool to recruit, retain, and 

An underwater photo of perch eggs in  
an urban pond.
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reactivate anglers in urban areas that otherwise 
may have little to no exposure to fishing.

The fact that these systems are located in urban 
areas makes their management unique and 
multi-faceted. The combination of a diverse 
clientele and unique angler preferences/
motivations demand that managers consider a 
multitude of biotic and abiotic factors that may 
not apply to rural fisheries. These factors not 
only include traditional fisheries management 
applications, but human dimensions, water 
quality parameters, aquaculture, marketing, 
administration, law enforcement, pollution, 
education, evaluation, and technology. 
Consequently, fish stocking combinations and 
densities that are applicable in rural systems 
may not be suitable for urban systems.

Fish stockings in small ponds and 
impoundments in central Iowa consist of three 
predominate species: Largemouth Bass, Bluegill, 
and Channel Catfish. This species combination 
is usually successful and provides anglers 
with a welcome mixture of fish for harvest 
and sport fishing. Recently, the UCF program 
took notice of angler interest in diversifying 
these urban fisheries to include alternative 
species to Largemouth Bass, Bluegill, and 
Channel Catfish. In order to explore novel fish 
stocking combinations in central Iowa’s UCF 

systems, Iowa State University and the IDNR 
UCF program worked together to stock four 
central Iowa urban ponds with Yellow Perch and 
Largemouth Bass. The goal of this research is to 
assess if this stocking combination can create 
a self-sustaining fishery, with an emphasis on 
Yellow Perch (we know that Largemouth Bass 
are self-sustaining in these systems). There 
are two specific questions associated with 
this research: 1) can Yellow Perch survive in 
central Iowa’s urban ponds, and 2) can Yellow 
Perch reproduce and recruit in central Iowa’s 
urban ponds? Stocked Yellow Perch were 
wild stock and limited to adults (>150 mm) to 
improve chances of survival and reproduction. 
Largemouth Bass were stocked as fingerlings 
(25-50 mm) from an IDNR hatchery. Both 
species were stocked in the summer of 2018.

In order to evaluate survival of these stocked 
adult perch, we implemented a mark recapture 
study. All stocked perch received two external 
anchor tags with unique numbers so each 
individual was identifiable. Recapture events 
were conducted at regular intervals by boat 
electrofishing, fyke nets, and gill nets, where 
all recaptured perch were weighed, measured, 
and identified before being released. Because 
Yellow Perch are considered a harvest oriented 
species, we were interested in exploitation of 
these newly stocked fish. Therefore, we also 

A double tagged Yellow Perch before stocking.
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invoked an angler tag return program, where 
anglers were encouraged (by posted signage) to 
report any fish captured (harvested or released) 
to a designated phone line or website. In order 
to incentivize angler reporting, we also offered a 
monetary reward for 10% of the stocked perch.

Reproduction and recruitment of Yellow Perch  
is a multi-faceted process and therefore requires 
multi-faceted observations. In order for Yellow 
Perch to have a successful year class, four 
key milestones must occur: 1) viable Yellow 
Perch eggs must be produced and fertilized by 
adults, 2) eggs must successfully hatch, 3) larval 
Yellow Perch must recruit to juveniles, and 4) 
juvenile Yellow Perch must recruit to adults. In 
order to document if adults successfully laid 
and fertilized eggs, observational snorkeling 
took place at every pond on several occasions 
in early spring. Unfortunately, Yellow Perch 
are among the earliest of spring spawners, 
making water temperatures while snorkeling 
routinely in the chilly 7°C – 13°C range. A few 
weeks after egg examinations we sampled 
for larval fish. This was done by towing an 
ichthyoplankton net to capture and quantify 
larval densities at each system. Finally, 
sampling for juvenile perch consisted of using 
boat electrofishing and cloverleaf traps.

Preliminary annual survival estimates are 
variable (from 54% – 88%) for adult Yellow 
Perch stocked in central Iowa’s urban systems. 
However, it is encouraging that all systems 
have had some number of individuals survive. 
This indicates that the conditions in central 
Iowa’s urban systems can be suitable for this 
species to survive over time. Additionally, 
we have collected a myriad of biotic and 

abiotic variables that may help explain this 
variation in survival. Snorkeling surveys 
indicated perch in all systems successfully laid 
eggs. Larval tows determined that a portion 
of the eggs were viable and successfully 
hatched in all systems as well. Juvenile 
sampling did produce some individuals, but 
not as many as expected. Juvenile perch 
sampling is notoriously arduous, so sampling 
inefficiency is a possible explanation for this.

If the characteristics that influence perch 
survival and reproduction in urban systems can 
be better understood, more informed decisions 
on potential stocking locations and densities 
can be made. Furthermore, introducing 
regionally novel species such as Yellow Perch 
can diversify an otherwise dormant stocking 
regimen that may leave anglers uninspired. 
With urbanization in the United States showing 
no signs of slowing down, urban fisheries are 
here to stay. So the next time you plan on going 
to the big city, don’t forget your fishing gear!

There are rarely boat launches on urban systems, so 
improvisation is essential.
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Bighorn Sheep and 
Human Activity in  
Glacier National Park 

Ben Johnson
It is hard to go anywhere in the world and not 
notice the effects that human activities are 
having on wildlife. Even national parks—places 
often heralded as pristine environments—are 
not free from the effects of human visitors. 
For example, 2,900,000 people visited Glacier 
National Park in 2018. This park (where I 
performed my research) is often considered to 
be one of the American parks least impacted by 
human influence. Though this is likely true, the 
effects of 2 million tourists hiking, biking, and 
traveling across the park cannot be overlooked.

I am most fascinated by how these these 
anthropogenic changes affect the behavioral 
ecology of wildlife. Park staff at Glacier 
suggested that I focus my behavioral research 
on bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis) since 
they are a species generally considered to 
be skittish around people and not much 
behavioral research has been done with 
them. Human activity—ranging from overly 

loud hikers to speeding cars—could possibly 
affect everything from mating displays to 
social networks and nursing behavior. As 
I surveyed the literature, I quickly realized 
that many of the effects that humans have 
on sheep (and ungulates in general) were 
related to changes in risk perception. I 
decided to focus my work on these changes.

For a prey species like bighorn sheep, different 
habitats across a landscape come with varying 
levels of risk. Just as prey want to avoid areas 
with predators and exhibit greater levels of fear 
in those sites, many species often feel similarly 
about human presence; wildlife often perceive 
areas impacted by humans as being riskier areas 
to reside in. Many of these responses to human 
activity parallel those to natural predators. 
Changes in levels of antipredator behavior are 
often a prime means of assessing changes in 
risk perception associated with human activity.

The suite of antipredator behaviors is quite 
extensive, including flight, active defenses, 
hiding, changing activity patterns, and many 
more. The behavior I studied was vigilance (an 
antipredator behavior in which an individual 
has its head raised above neck level as it 
scans its surrounding environment). It is well-
established that animals will exhibit higher 

Signs such as this are common in Glacier, reminding 
guests to be respectful of wildlife.

Bighorn herds are often found in campgrounds feeding 
from camp fire pits.

Signs such as this are common in Glacier, reminding 
guests to be respectful of wildlife.
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rates of vigilance in areas where they perceive 
greater risks (primarily from predators). Many 
studies have shown that this pattern holds true 
when considering human activity as well. 

For my research, I was quite interested in how 
vigilance rates change in relation to the number 
of visitors nearby and how close they were. 
I took data to formulate an activity budget 
representing the percentage of time sheep 
spend feeding, resting, moving, being vigilant, 
and performing other behaviors. I also noted 
every time a visitor came within 500 m of the 
sheep herd, recording how many visitors were 
in the group and how close they were. The 
goal is now to see how related the rates of 
vigilance are to visitor traffic and proximity.

The point must be made that individual 
bighorn sheep often respond differently to 
the same stimuli. There are several theories 
concerning mechanisms underlying patterns 
of individual variation in vigilance rates. We 
might expect individuals with naturally more 
“bold” personalities to be found in areas 
with higher human activity because they 
can exploit resources there better than more 
naturally “timid” individuals. We might expect 
habituation processes to be occurring when 
individual sheep lower the risk associated with 

humans over time with increased exposure. 
We of course also expect that processes 
are occurring over evolutionary time, with 
tolerance to human activity being selected 
for over many generations. What complicates 
the interpretation of behavioral patterns 
is that none of these theories are mutually 
exclusive. How human activity affects wildlife 
is a complicated and multi-faceted process.

It can be hard to disentangle the effects of 
specific stimuli on wildlife behavior in natural 
field systems. In recent years, human activity 
has increasingly become a common set of 
stimuli to study in the field. These questions are 
complicated and fascinate me as a scientist. 
This project has also given me much thought 
about my own enjoyment of hiking. I think 
more critically now about how my presence 
and my own behaviors are affecting the 
wildlife in the places I enjoy hiking. Hopefully 
as more research is done in this area, outdoor 
enthusiasts can be inspired to think more 
critically about our relationship with the wildlife 
in the areas where we love spending time.

Visitors often share pathways and trails with wildlife, such as this mountain goat.
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Blow from a Bungee Cord 
Ellen Audia

As a biological field technician on Isle Royale 
National Park, I had the job of leading bat 
monitoring across the island. To set up a bat 
monitoring system, you need bungee cords, a 
microphone attached to a painters pole, and 
the song meter with all the related gadgets. I 
was retrieving one of these song meters from a 
tree and it was bungee-corded to the tree very 
tightly. As I was releasing one of the bungee 
cords it slipped out of my hand and smacked 
me in the nose! My nose was black and blue for 
a couple of days and even bled a little bit. To 
make matters worse, I was spending the next 
three days out in the field alone. Needless to 
say, I was upset.
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Stuck in the Mud 
Katie Fernald

Early in the summer, a botanist from the Iowa 
DNR came out to help us learn about understory 
plants. After a productive morning, we drove 
over to another part of the site. I decided to 
take the short cut along the way. On a dirt road. 
After a torrential downpour the night before... 
After 30 min of trying to get ourselves out of 
the mud, we called for help (“It’ll be a couple 
hours before we can get out there”) and the 
state botanist gave up and walked about 2 
miles back to his car. We ate mulberries and 
played stickball to pass the time until someone 
from County Conservation came and freed us 
with some inspirational mud driving skills.    

Falling In 
Ben West

I was walking along a reed canary grass-
infested dry river bed in southern Iowa 
with a technician, when, all of a sudden, 
I appeared to disappear in front of my 
technician’s eyes. Turns out, I fell into a 
small, hidden pit. I escaped unscathed 
due to my instinct to curl up like a turtle 
and cushion my fall with my backpack.

Stuck in the mud.

A rousing game of stickball to pass the time.
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September was finally here, and it was time for 
me to remove my stream temperature monitors. 
I had finished all of my fish and habitat sampling 
a month prior, and now I was wrapping up the 
final stages of field work for my entire project. 
Today’s route would take us through the 
Little Maquoketa watershed, across a rolling 
landscape of crop fields, forests, and limestone 
outcroppings. By mid-afternoon we had already 
hiked numerous miles, and removed 7 loggers. 
We were making our way back through a dirt 
path on a private landowner’s property when 
we noticed the path was starting to slope 
downward. Since it had been particularly 
rainy the previous week, we knew that getting 
the truck stuck would be a danger. So, we 
parked where we were and decided the hike 
the rest of the way. We successfully removed 
the logger and put the gear away in the truck. 
I put the truck into 4x4 and tried to reverse 
up the hill... to no avail. All the tires could 
manage was to accumulate 3 or more inches 
of clay on top of the treads. We knew we were 
stuck. All of the simple tricks you could try 
were exhausted. We decided to call a member 
of the Iowa DNR from the closest office... 45 
minutes away. Luckily he picked up on the 
first ring, we sent him a pin of our location, 
and we just had to play the waiting game. 

When one stuck truck becomes two.

Stuck Truck...s
Brett Kelly

(Cont. on next page)
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An hour rolls by, and finally he was here. We 
were saved... right? I mean, the rescue truck 
was brand new, super duty diesel, with fresh 
treads and a 12,000 pound winch; we were 
golden. We direct him to our truck, unravel the 
winch cable, and hook up to the back of our 
stuck truck. The winch was pulling us out, but 
we soon figured out that the new truck couldn’t 
back up... at all. Soon an eerily familiar series 
of events began repeating right in front of our 
eyes, but this time, with our only rescue option. 
Both trucks had no traction on the main road, 
and we needed a plan fast. But we did have 
three things working in our favor: 1) he had a 
12,000 pound winch, 2) we were in a forest, and 
3) we were determined. First we unhooked the 
trucks, and position the rear truck perpendicular 
with the road. Then, we attached the front 
winch to trees in order to turn the rear truck 
completely around, so that it was facing uphill. 
Then, we tied a strong rope between the back of 
the two trucks, so that we didn’t have to leave 
anything behind. We had been lucky up to this 
point, but would the winch pull both trucks? 
Would the rope hold? All we could do was try. 

After 30 more minutes of inching up the hill, both 
trucks were free and rolling on their own power. 
We finally left the property, minus 4 hours of 
productivity, but with no damage to either truck, 
and with a shade of sunlight left. Determined 
to hit one more site despite the frustrating 
afternoon, we retrieved another logger, and set 
off back home for the night. Needless to say, 
the rest of the month, we operated under the 
“better safe than sorry” motto, and added a 
significant amount of miles to our wader boots. 
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For vegetation sampling we use a 
device called a Haglof DME. It has two 
parts, an orange transponder that 
emits a high frequency, and a clicker 
with a little screen that when clicked 
says how far away the transponder is. 
One day I was crashing through the 
brush on my way to a plot. When I got 
there I noticed that the staff that the 
transponder sits on felt lighter than 
usual. Coming to the awful realization 
that the transponder was taken off by 
brush on the way, I proceeded to play 
the world’s loneliest game of Marco 
Polo (I was eventually successful!). 
Several weeks later a technician had 
the transponder in their pocket (having 
learned from past experience) and it 
fell out on the way to a plot. Thankfully 
however, I knew how to play that game. 

A Haglof DME.

A Collection of Fails 
Lewis Weichmann

The world’s most annoying photo bomber.

My technician quit on the first day.

One day while working with some 
guys from the U.S. F.S. Northern 
Research station one of them forgot a 
measuring tool at a plot. It took us a 
while to realize that it was forgotten 
and decided that since we had a spare 
we could continue and go back for it 
later. later, after stopping to pick some 
blueberries in the plot we just finished 
I decided it was time to go back and 
get the tool. I proceeded to go get the 
forgotten tool while at the same time 
forgetting the spare at the blueberry 
plot. Win some you lose some I guess. 

Mosquitoes were so bad they kept 
photobombing my plot pictures.

A.C. didn’t work all summer at my 
housing. I lived on the 3rd floor.
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Storm Chasing 
Bree Marmur (and two courageous 
undergrad research techs!)

My field sites are nearly 2 hours away from 
Ames so we always have to be very sure 
we have everything, because there is no 
going back for something we forget.

Some background on my project and our 
standard operating procedures: I have two 
automated stormwater samplers installed in 
residential storm sewers in Cedar Falls. There 
are components installed in the storm sewers 
and control equipment stored above ground 
in large, locked Joboxes. Once a rain event 
occurs, we have 5 days to make it to Cedar falls 
and pick up the samples. The batteries in the 
samplers only last through one storm event 
before needing replacing, so we must always 
visit the site between storm events as well. 
Though we installed in April, the treatment 
site wasn't functional until August... We were, 
therefore, very desperate for data! Every storm 
event through September was very important. 
To complicate matters, we were limited on the 
days we could head to Cedar falls because of 
classes and schedules. We have to operate on 
the buddy system and between myself and 
my two my undergrad research assistants 
we didn't have many free 6-hour chunks 
of time for 2 people to make a field run. 

One week at the end of September, there were 
some good storms in the forecast. A surprise 
soaker came through on Monday, with a 100% 
chance of storms predicted for Friday. Two 
good data sets we needed! Given schedules, 
my two undergrads had to make the trip on 
a Tuesday evening after a full day of classes 
(they really were rockstars!). They loaded up 
and set out around 4 pm. Unfortunately, there 
were pop-up showers and storms all through 
central Iowa that evening, but while rain was 

predicted for Cedar Falls at 4pm it was supposed 
to end by the time the crew arrived. To put it 
mildly, that is not what happened. They ran 
into heavy rain and bad thunderstorms the 
entire way there, even having to seek shelter 
at a gas station for an hour along the way. The 
storms just kept re-developing right over them…
Troopers that they were, they waited if out, 
knowing how much we needed those samples!

They finally made it to the sites at 8pm after 
some harrowing storm chasing ... only to 
discover they had forgotten the padlock keys 
to the Joboxes... They had literally no way to 
access the samples, batteries, or data logger 
and had just come all the way for nothing. With 
no opportunity to return until Friday afternoon 
the Monday event samples would be lost, and 
so would the Friday events as the batteries 
would be dead from the Monday event…

This was a costly mistake, in terms of lost data 
and money (wages + mileage), but still an 
honest mistake. One we all learned from. But, 
my poor undergrads! They spent that horrible 
stormy evening on the road only to feel so bad 
in the end for forgetting the key... and to top 
it all off, one of them started to feel ill on the 
way home and ended up spending an hour in 
another gas station on the way home throwing 
up! They finally made it back to Ames around 
10 pm, ragged, forlorn and empty handed. 
They look back on the 'adventure' now with 
laughter, but I sure felt bad for them that night! 45
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Learning lessons in haste 
Lewis Weichmann

One day I was in a plot that was 
about a half a mile from the vehicle 
(far for one of my plots). It was 
right before lunch, and not a very 
nice plot to work in to top it off. 
Needless to say, when I finished 
it, I quickly made my way to the 
vehicle to drive to my daily lunch 
spot. After a long lunch I made 
my way to the next plots in a new 
treatment unit. While working 
in the new plot, I reached for my 
calipers to measure a tree and 
didn’t find them in their usual 
pocket. After giving myself a 
thorough pat down, I realized that I 
had lost the one tool I did not have 
a spare of. I frantically started to 
look all over the new plot, while 
coming to the realization that I had 
lost them in the plot before lunch. 
Driving back and retracing my steps 
through the woods, I came upon 
the plot that I had practically run 
out of before lunch (maybe why 
I dropped the calipers). I saw a 
flash out of the corner of my eyes 
and there it was, the thing that 
would have put a big speed bump 
in my week and not just my day. 

New wheels 
Lewis Weichmann

Received a brand new 2019 Jeep  
compass from transportation services. 47
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A Cedar Waxwing Nest 
Matt Stephenson

I have been searching around Iowa’s farms, 
prairies, and shrub-rows for birds’ nests for 
five field seasons and after finding more than 
1600 nests of 27 species, it turns out there’s 
still more out there to discover. In year five of 
our study we found our first Cedar Waxwing 
nest (pictured) and first Eastern Kingbird nest! 
Neither was one of our targeted grassland-
nesting species and neither will be used in a 
publishable analysis, but what ecologist doesn’t 
revel in the discovery of a new thing in nature?

Finishing Strong 
Bree Marmur

After a field where everything that could go 
wrong had, the first frost of the season loomed 
and it was finally time to tear down my two 
field sites in Cedar Falls. We had to rent an 
expensive cargo van to fit everything, so we 
planned just 1 day to tear out both my field 
sites.... 1 day to tear out sites that had taken 
numerous day to install, EACH. And to top it 
all off we woke up on the morning of tear out 
day to 45 mile an hour winds. I got to drive a 
sailboat of a cargo van 2 hours across flat Iowa... 
yippee. (This really is a field work WIN I swear!)

We loaded up the van, packed in, and set 
off on what I was sure was going to be a 
hair raising, frustrating ‘adventure’…

but 6 hours later we rolled back into Ames, all 
field equipment in tow, all parts and pieces 
accounted for and unbroken, and NO tears shed! 
We successfully managed to get both field sites 
completely tore down in less than 3 hours in 
the field!! I was absolutely flabbergasted and 
so relieved that this horrible field season went 
down without a fight...until next year, that is!

Roaming the picturesque 
mountains 
Ben Johnson

Being able to do field work every day in  
mountainscapes seemingly plucked out of The 
Sound of Music was certainly a plus.
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 NOW?

What our students and 
faculty have been doing 
since moving on from 
Iowa State.

2020

On May 13, 2019 Sue Blodgett officially 
retired from Iowa State University and headed 
west to Bozeman, Montana where she now 
resides. Most of the summer was spent 
moving in, getting unpacked, and enjoying 
the long summer twilight. Highlights include 
not answering to the summons of the alarm 
clock each morning; unhurried trips to visit 
family and friends in New Mexico, Washington, 
and Colorado;  exploring and hiking the 
mountains surrounding the Gallatin Valley, 
especially after the last ‘spring’ snowfall... 
on June 21st, the first day of summer.  

Sue appreciates all that she learned from the 
NREM faculty and students as she and Andy 
watch many species of ducks and geese on 
nearby ponds and muskrats swimming as 
they go about their business. Lately a group of 
Hungarian partridges has taken up residence 
in the neighborhood, visiting regularly and 
cleaning up under their birdfeeders.

Andy and Sue miss the many friends 
they made in central Iowa. They look 
back on their time in Iowa fondly and 
continue to treasure many memories.
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Kelly Kyle was hired at Iowa State 
University in September 1990.  She began 
her career in Admissions as a Clerk Typist, 
entering application data in ADIN to begin 
the official ISU Student Record process.  In 
1993, she transferred to the Department of 
Entomology as a Secretary.  In 2011, Kelly 
was honored to step in to assist Natural 
Resource Ecology and Management when 
their Administrative Specialist transferred out.  
Six months later, both Chairs of Entomology 
and NREM retired (not her fault!) and the two 
departments transitioned from stand-alone 
departments to jointly sharing a Chair.

As Secretary for NREM and Entomology, some 
of Kelly’s many duties included curriculum, 
instructors, textbooks, evaluations, and all-
around support.  But her greatest joy was 
serving as the Graduate Secretary.  Assisting 
and encouraging the Graduate Students 
as they completed their degrees brought 
special satisfaction in Kelly’s duties.

In spring 2019, Kelly was given the opportunity 
to get in on the ground floor of an exciting new 
venture at Iowa State with the implementation 
of Workday and ISD (Improved Services 
Delivery).  On July 1, 2019 Kelly entered her 
new role as a Finance Specialist for the Pine 
Team, which is affiliated with the College 
of Ag and Life Sciences.  This has been an 
amazing new challenge for Iowa State and for 
Kelly in her career.  She enjoys meeting and 
helping a new set of employees and resolving 
financial issues within this new system.
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Sally Carullo completed her M.S. in 
Environmental Science with Dr. Pete Moore 
and Dr. Richard Schultz in Spring 2019. Her 
research at ISU focused on the impact riparian 
areas had on stream channel morphology in 
Iowa by using a mix of field work and remote 
sensing. After graduating from Iowa State 
University, Sally and her cat moved to Honolulu, 
Hawai’i where she started a job working for 
the USGS Pacific Islands Water Science Center 
(PIWSC). The USGS PIWSC, located on Ford 
Island in Pearl Harbor, collects and analyzes 
hydrologic data and information needed to 
make informed decisions about water resources 
throughout the Pacific Islands. Currently, Sally 
monitors groundwater levels and water quality 
for several military bases on Oahu as well as 
visits Guam quarterly to maintain real-time 
precipitation and stream monitoring gages.

Sally boating on Fena Reservoir in 
Guam. Sally is required to take a 
boat to several of her stream sites 
which feed into the reservoir as well 
as survey the spillway with a total 
station to monitor any movement.  

Cassandra Nuñez and Jim Adelman 
started new faculty positions in the Department 
of Biological Sciences at the University of 
Memphis in August, 2019. Although setting 
up new labs is always a challenge, things 
are coming together and their research on 
house finch eye disease and feral horse 
management are moving along well. They 
continue to collaborate with folks at Iowa 
State University, for example working with 
Bob Klaver and Julie Blanchong on a new 
project that uses animal behavior and citizen 
science to monitor bighorn sheep respiratory 
disease in Glacier National Park. They have 
eaten an inordinate amount of barbecue.
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Jacob Olbrich completed his M.S. degree 
at Iowa State University in the summer of 
2019.  Along with his advisor, Dr. Peter Wolter, 
and Superior National Forest his research was 
focused on wildfires in Superior National Forest. 
Specifically, it was set to investigate the role of 
coniferous canopy fuels in wildfire spread. Jake 
currently works for South Carolina’s Department 
of Health and Environmental Control. There, he 
generates graphic products and facilitates the 
analysis of spatial data for issues concerning 
the land, air, and water across the state.

Dan Adams completed his M.S. degree 
in wildlife ecology in July 2019. Advised by 
Dr. Julie Blanchong, his research quantified 
variation in antler size of Iowa white-tailed 
deer and identified environmental factors 
associated with that variation. Dan now works 
as the assistant deer and elk ecologist for the 
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources 
out of Madison. He assists in implementing 
the state’s deer management program 
including coordination with County Deer 
Advisory Councils in setting harvest goals and 
season structure, as well as the elk program 
which just completed the second managed 
elk hunt in state history. Dan also develops 
informational/educational material for the 
deer and elk program and responds to many 
questions and concerns from the public. In his 
spare time, he remains vigilant in determining 
whether Iowa or Wisconsin has bigger bucks.
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Snowbrush (Ceanothus velutinus) in bloom, Williams Peak, Montana 
Jennifer Schieltz

Quaking aspen stand within the Long Term Soil Productivity site on the 
Ottawa National Forest 
Julia Schwager

PLANTS: Winners
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Estivant Old Growth Eastern White Pine 
Doug Stokke

Red Oak seedling sprouting from seed in a  
southern Iowa Forest 
Julia Schwager

PLANTS: Winners
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PEOPLE:  Winners

Stream fisheries technician holds a Brown Trout 
during a fish survey, Allamakee County, Iowa 
Brett Kelly

In the canopy, Capilano Suspension Bridge,  
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada 
Bree Marmur
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Extreme Nature, Capilano Suspension Bridge, Vancouver,  
British Columbia, Canada 
Bree Marmur

Glacial Swim 
Ben Johnson

PEOPLE:  Winners
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Cuban Bee Hummingbird, the smallest in the world. Bay of Pigs, Cuba 
Peter Wolter

Curious Salmonid 
Emily Grausgruber

ANIMALS:  Winners
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ANI 
MALBridled Titmouse

Ben West
Imperial Moth
Ben West

ANIMALS:  Winners
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LANDSCAPE:  Winners

Classic “land meets the sea” juxtaposition of limestone bluff 
bordering the Upper Mississippi River. Allamakee County, IA 
Brett Kelly

Absaroka Wilderness on a rainy day 
Julia Schwager
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Views from the Beartooth Highway in Wyoming 
Julia Schwager

The Jump-Off, Great Smoky Mountains National Park 
Dylan Osterhaus

LANDSCAPE:  Winners
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PLANTS:  Honorable Mentions

Urban Color, Ames, Iowa 
Bree Marmur

Silver Lake Algae 
Marty Simonson

Windthrow, Stanley Park, Vancouver,  
British Columbia, Canada 
Bree Marmur

Yellow Trouth Lily, Falmouth, Maine 
Katie Fernald
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A Northern Prairie Skink captured under 
a cover board in a restored prairie 
in Green County Iowa. The Prairie 
STRIPS project is studying whether the 
occupancy, colonization, and extinction 
rates of reptiles and small mammals in 
narrow strips of prairie differs from rates 
in larger blocks of prairie. 
Matt Stephenson

Common Yellowthroat nestlings nearing 
their fledging date. Our modeling shows 
that Common Yellowthroat nests survive 
longer when they are situated in prairie 
plantings near crop edges. Perhaps 
small areas of prairie surrounded by 
crops contain fewer predators? 
Matt Stephenson

Lamb and Mom 
Ben Johnson
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A field technician secures a temperature 
data-logger in a nest in a restored prairie 
in Greene County, Iowa, 2019. Tempera-
ture data-loggers allow us to accurately 
assess the end date of the nesting attempt 
because the temperature returns to a daily 
high-low cycle when incubation ceases 
or fledglings leave the nest or are killed. 
Flag pairs mark the position of nests in a 
way that is less likely to teach predators to 
associate flags with an easy meal. 
Matt Stephenson

A field technician searches for bird nests 
in a restored prairie in Green County, 
Iowa, 2019. The Prairie STRIPS project 
has been studying nest survival and 
density on farms and restored prairies in 
central Iowa since 2015. We are interested 
in determining if on-farm conservation 
practices are quality nesting habitat or if 
they may serve as an ecological trap. 
Matt Stephenson

Field technician Kendall Bennett checks 
the status of a Red-winged Blackbird 
nest in a restored grassland in Greene 
County, Iowa, 2019. Nest survival in full-
field prairie restorations was used as a 
comparison for nest survival in on-farm 
conservation practices. 
Matt Stephenson
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Sunset Fly Fishing 
Emily Grausgruber

Field Ecology students enjoy the snow on 
July 1, Heart Lake, Montana 
Jennifer Schieltz

PEOPLE:  Honorable Mentions
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Avalanche Lake 
Ben Johnson

Overcast sky above prairie field. 
Allamakee County, IA 
Brett Kelly

Lake Superior Shore 
Doug Stokke

North Raccoon Oxbow 
Dylan Osterhaus

Kenai Fjords National Park, Alaska 
Jordan Giese

Lake of the Clouds in Porcupine 
Mountains Wilderness State Park 
Julia Schwager

Morning Mist, Ada Hayden 
Bree Marmur
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Indian Pipe 
Ben West

Sky Ripples 
Bree Marmur

Ox-eye Daisy 
Dylan Osterhaus

Baby Eastern White Pines 
Doug Stokke

Mayapple (Rathburn Lake) 
Katie Fernald

A tiny balsam fir sprouts in the 
rotten stump of a northern 

white cedar, Crosby Manitou 
State Park, Minnesota 

Mike Rentz

Woodland Pinedrops 
Peter Wolter

Northern Red Oak 
Doug Stokke

PLANTS:  More Photos
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Student technician hikes 
alongside Clark Creek.  
Allamakee County, IA 
Brett Kelly

Tree creates natural 
mid-channel diversion  
on a coldwater stream.  
Clayton County, IA 
Brett Kelly

Sunlight shines through 
canopy gaps on flowing  
waters of Suttle Creek. 
Clayton County, IA 
Brett Kelly

Bocco Creek, Michigan 
Doug Stokke

Solitude, Reno, Nevada 
Emily Grausgruber

Heart Lake, Western  
Montana 
Jennifer Schieltz

 
Deckard Flats, Northern 
most edge of Yellowstone 
National Park
Mike Rentz

Moai Statues at Ahu  
Tongariki on Isla de Pascua 
Peter Wolter

LANDSCAPE:  More Photos
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A Fall Sunset Over 
Brushy Creek Lake, Iowa 

Brandon Maahs

Sunrise, Ada Hayden 
Bree Marmur

Potter Marsh,  
Anchorage, Alaska 

Jordan Giese

Lakeside Lab Sunset 
Marty Simonson

Rocky Shore 
Marty Simonson

White Face Mountain 
Emily Grausgruber

LANDSCAPE:  More Photos
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Colorful insect found 
near headwater spring. 

Clayton County, IA 
Brett Kelly

Terrestrial Snail found 
on leaf litter. Allamakee 

County, IA 
Brett Kelly

Slimy Salamander 
Dylan Osterhaus

Bison at the National 
Bison Range in Montana 

Jennifer Schieltz

Tree Frog Lookout, 
 Runnells, Iowa 

Katie Fernald

Columbian ground squirrel   
(Urocitellus columbianus) 

Mike Rentz

Idaho forest snail with 
ID tag, on the banks of 

Fish Creek Montana 
Mike Rentz

At the Surface 
Steve Grausgruber

ANIMALS:  More Photos
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Breeding male Rainbow 
Darter. Howard County, IA 
Brett Kelly

Breeding male Rainbow 
Darter. Howard County, IA 
Brett Kelly

Caterpillar 
Ben West

Mountain Moose 
Ben Johnson

Streamside Northern 
Leopard Frog. Clayton 
County, IA 
Brett Kelly

Rock Wren 
Ben West

Topeka Shiner 
Dylan Osterhaus

ANIMALS:  More Photos
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Can you spot the little frog? Runnels, IA 
Katie Fernald

ANIMALS:  More Photos
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Larval Fish Sampling 
on the Skunk River 

Nate Tillotson

Students learn about 
pack animals with 

the US Forest Service 
trail crew, Montana 

Jennifer Schieltz

Dr. Peter Wolter,  
Samantha Allbee, and 
Kayla Christiansen on 

the banks of Fish Creek 
Montana 

Mike Rentz

Early Ice 
Steve Grausgruber

Paradise Bay  
Marty Simonson

Unidentified NPSRanger 
and unidentified NPS 

youth leader, banks on 
Rogers Lake in Glacier 

National Park 
Mike Rentz

The Rain Never  
Bothered Us Anyway, 

Mt. Ayr, Iowa 
Katie Fernald

Zoe Houseman with a 
Peromyscus. on the banks 

of Fish Creek, Montana 
Mike Rentz

PEOPLE:  More Photos
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PEOPLE:  More Photos

Stream fisheries technician 
stands in front of huge 
Cottonwood Tree with exposed 
root mass and decayed heartwood. 
Allamakee County, IA 
Brett Kelly

Contemplation, Capilano 
Suspension Bridge, Vancouver, 
British Columbia, Canada 
Bree Marmur

Goat Surveys 
Ben Johnson

Ancient, Stanley Park, 
Vancouver, British Columbia, 
Canada 
Bree Marmur

A fall sunset over Brushy Creek 
Lake, IA as my techs and I were 
starting our night electro-fishing 
Brandon Maahs
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The startling appearance of a face in the sky 
heralds many imminent indignities for bird 
nestlings on farms and prairies in central 
Iowa. Matt Stephenson, as part of the Prairie 
STRIPS project has been studying how local-
scale vegetation and landscape-scale patch 
arrangement affects nest survival and density 
for grassland-nesting birds in Iowa since 2015. 
Hopefully the thousands of nestlings who have 
seen this sight weren’t too traumatized.  
Matt Stephenson

Tallgrass prairie sways in foreground and 
fades to valley with streams and indigenous 
people’s effigy mounds. Allamakee County, IA 
Brett Kelly

A Red-winged Blackbird nest built in Wild 
Bergamot (Monarda fistulosa) in a prairie 
strip in Wright County, Iowa, 2019. Our 
modeling shows that Red-winged Blackbird 
and Dickcissel nests survive longer in areas 
with greater richness of native plants. We 
think one of the reasons for this is because 
an abundance of stiff-stemmed plants like 
this Monarda provide birds lots of suitable 
sites to build nests, making their location less 
predictable and harder for predators to locate. 
Matt Stephenson

PEOPLE, LANDSCAPE, PLANTS:  More Photos
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Stephen Grausgruber is a second year master’s 
student with Dr. Joseph Morris majoring 
in fisheries biology. Stephen’s research 
involves evaluating biotic and abiotic factors 
that influence stocked adult Yellow Perch 
survival and reproduction in central Iowa’s 
small community systems. Although angling 
occupies a majority of Stephen’s free time, 
he also enjoys hiking, camping, boating, and 
anything else that will get him outside.

Bree Marmur was born and raised in 
Iowa where she also attended college 
at Grinnell College. Bree is currently a 
Ph.D. student in Environmental Science 
housed in the NREM Department. Bree’s 
research focuses on urban stormwater 
management and better understanding 
the social and biophysical aspects of 
residential stormwater best management 
practices. Bree loves reading, CrossFit, and 
taking long walks with her dog, Doc.

Julia Schwager is a second year Master’s 
student in the Silviculture and Applied Forest 
Ecology lab at Iowa State University. Her 
research takes place on three Long-Term Soil 
Productivity sites in the northern Lake States 
located on the Chippewa, Ottawa, and Huron 
National Forests and examines the effects of soil 
disturbance on fundamental forest productivity 
and growth responses to stress over time. In her 
free time, Julia enjoys backpacking, kayaking, 
reading, and hiking with her dog Prairie. 
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Marty Simonson grew up in West Michigan 
and began a Ph.D. program in the ISU NREM 
department in Fall 2017. Advised by Dr. Michael 
Weber, his summer fieldwork is based out of 
the Iowa Lakeside Laboratory in Spirit Lake, 
Iowa where he samples fish at seven lakes 
as part of his research project which aims 
to restore shallow lake ecosystems through 
the commercial harvest of nuisance fish 
species. In his free time he enjoys live music, 
reading, bicycling, and - of course - fishing!

Alyson O’Hara is a Senior in Graphic Design 
from Des Moines, Iowa. She has a passion 
for publication design, and was thrilled 
to design the 2020 edition of Field Notes. 
When she is not hunched over her computer, 
she enjoys quality time with her friends, 
watching movies, and getting involved with 
the theatre community here in Ames. 
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